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HAND HELD OPTOACOUSTIC PROBE 

0001. This application includes material which is subject 
to copyright protection. The copyright owner has no objection 
to the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent disclo 
sure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office files or 
records, but otherwise reserves all copyright rights whatso 
eVe. 

FIELD 

0002 The present invention relates in general to the field 
of medical imaging, and in particular to an optoacoustic probe 
for use in medical imaging. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0003. The foregoing and other objects, features, and 
advantages of the invention will be apparent from the follow 
ing more particular description of preferred embodiments as 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in which reference 
characters refer to the same parts throughout the various 
views. The drawings are not necessarily to Scale, emphasis 
instead being placed upon illustrating principles of the inven 
tion. 
0004 FIG. 1 shows a schematic block diagram illustrating 
an embodiment of a combined optoacoustic and ultrasound 
system that may be used as a platform for the methods and 
devices disclosed herein. 
0005 FIG. 2 shows a schematic orthogonal view of an 
embodiment of a probe that may be used in connection with 
the methods and other devices disclosed herein. 
0006 FIG.3 shows an exploded view of an embodiment of 
the probe shown in FIG. 2. 
0007 FIG. 4 shows a cutaway view taken along the cen 

terline of the wider side of the probe shown in FIG. 2. 
0008 FIG. 5a is a side-view not-to-scale diagrammatic 
two dimensional representation of light exiting an optical 
fiber. 
0009 FIG. 5b shows an end view of a light pattern that 
may result on a Surface from placement of optical fibers 
directly on to that surface. 
0010 FIG. 6a shows an end view of a desirable light 
pattern for use in connection with the optoacoustic techniques 
discussed herein. 
0011 FIG. 6b shows a side view diagrammatic represen 
tation of an effect of a ground glass beam expander on the 
light emitting from a fiber shown in FIG. 5a. 
0012 FIG. 6c shows a side view diagrammatic represen 
tation of an effect of a concave lens beam expander on the 
light emitting from a fiber shown in FIG. 5a. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0013 Reference will now be made in detail to various 
embodiments of the present invention, examples of which are 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings. 
0014 Generally, device 100 provides an optoacoustic sys 
tem that may also be employed as a multi-modality, combined 
optoacoustic and ultrasound system. In an embodiment, the 
device 100 includes a probe 102 connected via a light path 
132 and an electrical path 108 to a system chassis 101. Within 
the system chassis 101 is housed a light subsystem 129 and a 
computing Subsystem 128. The computing Subsystem 128 
includes one or more computing components for ultrasound 
control and analysis and optoacoustic control and analysis; 
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these components may be separate, or integrated. In an 
embodiment, the computing Subsystem comprises a relay 
system 110, an optoacoustic processing and overlay system 
140 and an ultrasound instrument 150. 
0015 The light system 129 is capable of producing pulses 
of light of at least two different wavelengths. In an embodi 
ment, the light system 129 output should be capable of pro 
ducing short pulses of light in each of those wavelengths, e.g., 
a pulse lasting less than about 100 ns, and more preferably 
around 5 ns. As will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the 
art from this disclosure, the inventions disclosed herein may 
also be practiced using pulsed light comprising pulses lasting 
greater than 100 ns. In an embodiment, the light source 129 
includes two separate lights 130, 131. The output of the light 
system 129 is delivered to the probe 102 via the optical path 
132. In an embodiment, the lights 130, 131 are lasers produc 
ing light in the infrared, near-infrared, and/or visible spec 
trum. In an embodiment, light 130 and light 131 each produce 
light at a different wavelength in the infrared or near-infrared 
spectrum. In an embodiment, the optical path 132 used to 
deliver light from the light source 129 to the probe 102 is a 
fiber optic bundle comprising multiple strands of optical fiber. 
In an embodiment, the optical path 132 comprises sufficient 
optical fibers of sufficient size (diameter) to carry a short, high 
powered pulse of light to the distalend of the optical path 132. 
In an embodiment, the total pulse energy carried over the 
optical path 132 may be on the order of one or more milli 
joules. In an embodiment, the total energy per light pulse 
carried over the optical path 132 is less than about 100 milli 
joules. In an embodiment, the total energy per light pulse 
carried over the optical path 132 is in the range of about 10-30 
millijoules, and the optical path 132 comprises around 1,000 
optical fibers of about 150 microns each. In an embodiment, 
a single fiber can be used as the optical path. In such embodi 
ment, the fiber may be 1000-1500 microns in diameter. Of 
course, the diameter of such single fiber may be smaller, e.g., 
400 microns. Given the required total pulse energy carried 
over the fiber, one skilled in the art can calculate the diameter 
required of the fiber accordingly. 
0016. In an illustrative embodiment, the light system 129 
may use Nd-YAG and Alexandrite lasers as its two lights 130, 
131, although other types, and additional lights, may also be 
used. Lights 130, 131 should be capable of producing a short 
pulse of light, e.g., a pulse lasting less than about 100 ns, and 
more preferably around 5 ns. In an embodiment, the two 
lights 130, 131 can be separately triggered. In an embodi 
ment, the light output by the lights 130, 131 may be projected 
onto the same light path 132 through the use of an optical 
element 133 that generally permits one light 130 to pass 
through from a first side to a second side, while reflecting one 
light 131 that strikes the second side. The use of optical 
element 133 or a similar element permits the alignment of the 
output of two lights 130, 131 such as lasers onto proximal end 
of the light path 132. In an embodiment, optical elements 133 
can align the light output from more than two lasers, for 
example, through the use of multiple optical elements 133. In 
an embodiment, multiple light systems and light paths may be 
employed, with the light of each light system being carried on 
separate fibers that are intermingled at their distal ends. 
0017 Although the total energy per light pulse carried 
over the optical path is in the order of tens of millijoules, 
because the pulseoflights 130, 131 is so short, the peak power 
output over the optical path 132 is frequently approaching or 
in the megawatt range. Accordingly, the output of lights 130, 
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131 has the capacity to cause the optical fibers and/or the 
cladding on the optical fibers to burn. Burnt optical fibers and 
burnt cladding can exacerbate the problem as they begin to 
transmit less light power and cause more heating. Accord 
ingly, in an embodiment, Sufficient number and size optical 
fibers are present in the optical path 132 to permit handling of 
the peak power loads and avoid fiber burnout. To accommo 
date higher peak power, a larger fiber bundle can be used. It 
will be apparent to a person of skill in the art that the peak 
power capacity of a fiberbundle can be increased by increas 
ing the number of optical fibers, or the diameter of optical 
fibers, or both. Notably, however, as the dimension of the fiber 
bundle increases, the weight and flexibility of the optical path 
132 decreases. Moreover, when using more optical fibers, or 
optical fibers of a larger diameter, the output of light Source 
129 must be delivered to the optical path 132 across the wider 
diameter of the larger bundle. In an embodiment, regardless 
of the ultimate size of the proximal end of light path 132, the 
output of light source 129 should be distributed sufficiently 
across its cross section to prevent burn-out failures when 
operating in expected peak power ranges. 
0018. In an embodiment, the fibers of the proximal end of 
the light path 132 may be fused to form a fused entry point to 
the optical path 132 for the output of light source 129. In an 
embodiment, the fiber ends can be fused by applying heat. 
Once the proximal end of optical path 132 has been fused, it 
will resist burnout at substantially higher peak power. For 
example, using a fused end light path 132 may permit carriage 
of three, four or even five times as much peak power. The 
ability to carry Substantially higher peak power in a given 
optical path 132 permits use of a more flexible and lighter 
fiber optic bundle to carry the same peak power as an un-fused 
optical path 132. Thus, in an embodiment, where a /2" fiber 
optic bundle may have been required in an un-fused bundle of 
optical fibers forming an optical path, a /4" fiber optic bundle 
with a fused proximal end may be used to carry the same peak 
power. A /4" fiber optic bundle with a fused proximal end is 
approximately /4 of the weight and much more flexible than 
a /2" fiber optic bundle. Moreover, fusing of the proximal end 
of light path 132 may produce an even smaller fused area to 
illuminate using light source 132 as the fusing removes the 
inter-fiber spaces that would have existed in the bundled end 
of the round-cross-section optical fibers. Accordingly, one or 
more of the following advantages may be attained by fusing 
the proximal end of the optical fibers comprising the light 
path 132: reduced weight of the light path; increased flexibil 
ity of the light path; reduced failure; increased reliability: 
higher peak power capacity. 
0019. In an embodiment, the light output by the lights 130, 
131 is sent towards a fused optical fiberbundle at the proximal 
end of light path 132 via an optical path, which may include 
optical element 133, internal to the light source 129. In an 
embodiment, light source 129 is a laser system capable of 
outputting laser light pulses, at one or a more wavelengths, 
onto lightpath 132. In an embodiment, lightpath 132 is a fiber 
optic bundle having a fused end proximal to the light Source 
129. 

0020. In an embodiment, the device 100 also comprises an 
electrical path 108 running to and/or from the probe 102 to a 
relay system 110 within the system chassis 101. The electrical 
path 108 may run near, alongside or coaxially with the optical 
path 132 from the probe 102 toward their respective connec 
tions on the system chassis 101. In an embodiment, the elec 
trical path 108 comprises a plurality of separate coaxial wires. 
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In an embodiment, the electrical path 108 is run in a common 
jacket with at least a portion of the optical path 132. Running 
electrical path 108 in a common jacket with at least a portion 
of the optical path 132 reduces the number of cables running 
from the system chassis 101 to the probe 102. Running elec 
trical path 108 in a common jacket with at least a portion of 
the optical path 132 may minimize the diameter and weight 
of, and increase the durability of the combined cables (i.e., 
optical path 132 and electrical path 108) running from the 
system chassis 101 to the probe 102. 
0021. In an embodiment, the plurality of coaxial wires are 
woven around at least a portion of the optical path 132. As 
discussed above, many considerations go into the number of 
separate optical fibers used in optical path 132. As discussed 
further below, numerous design considerations go into the 
number of separate electrical leads or traces forming the 
electrical path 108. In an embodiment, there are about 256 
leads (corresponding to 256 transducers) forming the electri 
cal path 108 and approximately 1,000 separate optical fibers 
forming the optical path 132, making the fiber: lead ratio 
about 4:1. As will be apparent, it is possible to comingle the 
optical fibers and leads or traces in the electrical path in a 
variety of ways, including, for example, bundling a group of 
individual fibers with a single electrical lead or trace, or 
bundling proportionally larger groupings of fibers and leads 
together. In an embodiment, the bundling of fibers and leads 
or traces would be done generally in the proportion of fibers: 
leads in the system. 
0022. One or more displays 112, 114, which may be touch 
screen displays, are provided for displaying images and all or 
portions of the device 100 user interface. One or more other 
user input devices (not shown) Such as a keyboard, mouse and 
various other input devices (e.g., dials and Switches) may be 
provided for receiving input from an operator. As an option, 
power and control signal lines 109 carry power to the probe 
102 and control signals between the probe 102 and the com 
puting Subsystem 128. 
0023 Turning now to FIG. 2, the probe 102 includes an 
array of ultrasound transducer elements forming an ultra 
Sound transducer (not shown) covered by an acoustic lens 
205. In an embodiment the ultrasound transducer comprises 
an array of piezoelectric elements that can both transmit and 
receive acoustic energy. In an embodiment, at least Some of 
the ultrasound transducer elements are capable of detecting 
ultrasound frequencies over a wide range. For example, ultra 
Sound transducer elements may be capable of detecting ultra 
sound in the range from about 50 Khz to 20 Mhz. This range 
can be achieved by applying a high impedance load (e.g., in 
the range of 5,000 to 50,000 ohms) to achieve a lower fre 
quency response. The ultrasound transducer elements are 
capable of generating electrical energy in response to receiv 
ing ultrasound acoustic energy. The electrical energy gener 
ated by the ultrasound transducer elements receiving ultra 
Sound is transmitted to the computing Subsystem 128 via 
electrical path 108. 
0024. The probe 102 also includes one or more optical 
windows 203 through which the light carried on optical path 
132 can be transmitted to the surface of a three-dimensional 
Volume 160. In an embodiment, it is desirable to locate one 
side of the optical window 203 as close as practical to the 
acoustic lens 205. The total area of an optical window 203 is 
important to maximize energy for a given fluence incident on 
the surface of the volume 160. 
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0025. In an embodiment, the multiple strands of optical 
fiber making up the optical path 132 are terminated in two 
light bars (not shown). In an embodiment, the ultrasound 
transducer elements (not shown) are arranged in an array that 
runs along a geometric plane and are generally spaced equi 
distant from each other. In an embodiment, the light bars (not 
shown) are oriented longitudinally, on each side of the planar 
array of ultrasound transducer elements. Preferably the ultra 
Sound transducer elements generate electrical energy in 
response to both ultrasound acoustic energy received in 
response to stimulation caused by the pulsed light sources 
130, 131 and to ultrasound acoustic energy received in 
response to acoustic output of the ultrasound transducer ele 
mentS. 

0026 Referring back to FIG. 1, in use, the probe 102 may 
be placed in close proximity with organic tissue, phantom or 
other three-dimensional volume 160 that may have one or 
more localized inhomogenities 161, 162. Such as e.g., a 
tumor, within. An ultrasound gel (not shown) or other mate 
rial may be used to improve acoustic coupling between the 
probe 102 and the surface of the volume 160. The probe 102, 
when in proximity with the surface of the volume 160, can 
emit a pulse of a light through the optical windows 203 or an 
ultrasound through acoustic lens 205, and then generate elec 
trical energy corresponding to ultrasound detected in 
response to the emitted light or sound. 
0027. In an embodiment, the computing subsystem 128 
can trigger activity from light system 129 over control signal 
line 106. In an alternative embodiment, the light system 129 
can create the trigger signal and inform the computing Sub 
system 128 of its activity over control signal line 106. Such 
information can be used to by the computing Subsystem 128 
to begin the data acquisition process. In this respect, it is noted 
that communication overcontrol signal line 106 can flow both 
ways between the computing subsystem 128 (and/or the 
optoacoustic processing and overlay system 140 therein) and 
the light system 129. 
0028. In an embodiment, computing subsystem 128 can 

utilize control signal line 106 to control the start time and 
duration of light pulses from each light source 130, 131. The 
computing Subsystem 128 can also trigger the probe 102 to 
emit ultrasound acoustic energy via the ultrasound transducer 
elements behind the acoustic lens 205. 
0029. In an embodiment, the computing subsystem 128 
receives electrical signals representative of the ultrasound 
detected by the ultrasound transducer elements, in response to 
an ultrasound transmitted signal or an optically generated 
ultrasound signal, behind the acoustic lens 205 via electrical 
path 108. In an embodiment, the electrical signal representa 
tive of the ultrasound detected by the ultrasound transducer 
elements behind the acoustic lens 205 is the analog electrical 
signal created by the elements themselves. In Such embodi 
ment, the electrical signals representative of the ultrasound 
detected by the ultrasound transducer elements behind the 
acoustic lens 205 is transmitted to the computing Subsystem 
via electrical path 108, and electrical path 108 is selectively 
directed by relay system 110 to the optoacoustic processing 
and overlay system 140 or the ultrasound instrument 150 for 
processing of the detected ultrasound. In Such embodiment, 
the ultrasound instrument 150 can receive the same input 
(over the same connector) as it would receive from an ultra 
Sound probe. 
0030. In another embodiment, the electrical signal repre 
sentative of the ultrasound detected by the ultrasound trans 
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ducer elements behind the acoustic lens 205 is digitized by an 
analog-to-digital converter which can be housed in the probe 
102. In such embodiment, time-resolved electrical signal rep 
resentative of the ultrasound detected by the ultrasound trans 
ducer elements behind the acoustic lens 205 is transmitted 
across the electrical path 108. Where the electrical signal is 
digitized at the probe 102, as will be apparent to one of skill 
in the art, the relay system 110 may be implemented to deliver 
digital data to the optoacoustic processing and overlay system 
140 or the ultrasound instrument 150, or may not be needed at 
all. 
0031. The signal representative of the ultrasound detected 
by each of the plurality of ultrasound transducer elements 
behind the acoustic lens 205 may be carried on a separate wire 
over the electrical path 108. Alternatively, the signal repre 
sentative of the ultrasound detected by a plurality of ultra 
sound transducer elements behind the acoustic lens 205, or 
even all of the ultrasound transducer elements behind the 
acoustic lens 205, may be multiplexed (e.g., time division or 
frequency division) utilizing a multiplexer in the probe and a 
demultiplexer in the computing Subsystem 128. 
0032. In an embodiment, the ultrasound instrument 150 
processes ultrasound-induced acoustic signals to produce 
ultrasound images and the optoacoustic processing and over 
lay system 140 processes light-induced acoustic signals to 
produce optoacoustic images. In an embodiment, the ultra 
Sound instrument 150 and optoacoustic processing and over 
lay system 140 can be combined into an integrated system 
performing the combined functions of both. As discussed 
above, in an embodiment, electrical signals representative of 
ultrasound detected by the probe 102 and delivered to the 
computing subsystem 128 via electrical path 108 is switched 
between the ultrasound instrument 150 and the optoacoustic 
instrument 140 via relay system 110 in accordance with 
whether the signal results from ultrasound stimulation or light 
stimulation. 
0033. In an embodiment, tomographic images reflecting 
the ultrasound-stimulated data may be generated by the ultra 
Sound instrument 150 and tomographic images reflecting the 
light-stimulated data may be generated by the optoacoustic 
processing and overlay system 140. 
0034. Images, including tomographic images, produced 
by the optoacoustic processing and overlay system 140 can be 
stored in a computer memory in that System, along with data 
associated with sequence or time and date of the image data 
that was captured. Images, including tomographic images, 
produced by the ultrasound instrument 150 may be transmit 
ted to the optoacoustic processing and overlay system 140 via 
a suitable interface 170, where they can be stored, along with 
images generated from the light-stimulated data, in a time 
synchronized manner. In an embodiment, images stored in 
the memory of the optoacoustic processing and overlay sys 
tem 140 can be recorded to another memory, e.g., a non 
volatile memory internal to, or external to, the device. 
0035. In an embodiment, the optoacoustic processing and 
overlay system 140 can overlay images produced by the ultra 
Sound instrument with images produced by optoacoustic 
instrument 140 for storage in the memory and/or display on 
one or more monitors 112, 114. In an embodiment, the over 
layed optoacoustic image may be shown in a distinct color to 
distinguish it from the ultrasound image. In an embodiment, 
the overlaid optoacoustic image may contain colors that cor 
respond to details discernable through optoacoustic imaging, 
Such as, for example, blood oxygenation. In an embodiment, 
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oxygenated blood is shown more in red than blue, while 
deoxygenated blood is shown in more blue than red. As used 
herein, the expression overlaid includes merging of the image 
by mixing as well as traditional overlaying of the image. 
0036. In an embodiment, the device 100 may be config 
ured to operate in a cycle comprising a sequence of Succes 
sively generating and acquiring data relating to one of the 
device's modalities, i.e., ultrasound or optoacoustic. The 
minimum time spacing between operation of the device's 
modalities depends on the device 100 components and their 
ability to fully execute and recycle for use. In an embodiment, 
a user can select between a variety of preprogrammed cycles 
Such as: ultrasound only; wavelength one only; wavelength 
two only; wavelength one and two; and multiple iterations of 
wavelength one and two followed by ultrasound. Other com 
binations will be apparent to one of skill in the art. In an 
embodiment, additional cycles can be added by the machine 
operator. In an embodiment, the data collection of an entire 
cycle is generally intended to be directed to substantially the 
same portion of volume 160 and to be accomplished in rapid 
succession. In an embodiment, the device 100 cycles are 
normally in the range of 1 to 50 per second, and more typi 
cally in the range of 2 to 20 per second, as discussed above. 
The maximum cycle frequency is limited only by the capa 
bilities of the cycle and modalities. 
0037. In an embodiment, the displays 112, 114 of device 
100 can be configured to show various information depending 
upon the selected operating cycles. In an embodiment, any 
display 112, 144 or portion of the display can show at least 
one of the following: an ultrasound only image; a first wave 
length response only image; a second wavelength response 
only image; a combined first and second wavelength response 
image; and/or an overlay ultrasound image and a wavelength 
response or combined wavelength response image. The com 
bined first and second wavelength image may comprise a 
differential or other combinatorial means to provide the 
image. In an embodiment, an image can be displayed corre 
sponding to each of the separate data collections in a cycle, or 
corresponding to the sum or difference between any or all of 
them. 

0038. In an embodiment, the device can be operated using 
a three-phase data collection operation, one phase generating 
and collecting data in response to ultrasound stimulus, one 
phase generating and collecting data in response to a first 
wavelength of light, and one phase generating and collecting 
data in response to a second wavelength of light. 
0039. Using proper wavelength(s), optoacoustics is effec 

tive in identifying blood within a volume 160, and using 
multiple wavelengths can be used to readily distinguish 
between oxygenated and deoxygenated blood. Similarly, 
using proper wavelengths, optoacoustics is effective for mea 
suring localized hemoglobin content within a volume 160. 
Thus, for example, a malignant tumor, which is characterized 
by increased blood concentration and decreased oxygenation, 
will appear very differently in an optoacoustic image than a 
benign growth, which is not characterized by Such an 
increased blood concentration and has more normal oxygen 
ation. Moreover, specific wavelengths of light can be selected 
to better distinguish between various biological tissues and 
organs. While a large spectrum of infrared, near-infrared and 
visible wavelengths can produce optoacoustic response in 
biological entities, oxygenated blood is more optoacousti 
cally responsive than deoxygenated blood to a light Source 
having a wavelength of about 1064 nm, while deoxygenated 
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blood is more optoacoustically responsive than oxygenated 
blood to a light source having a wavelength of 757 nm. The 
number and specific wavelength(s) of light used in the device 
100 are selected inaccordance with the makeup of the volume 
and the type of target that is of interest. 
0040 FIG.3 shows an exploded view of an embodiment of 
the probe 102 shown in FIG. 2. Shells 302,304 are separated 
to show the components within the probe 102. The shells 302, 
304 may be made from plastic or any other suitable material. 
The surfaces of the shells 302,304 that may be exposed to 
light, and especially light generated by the light Subsystem 
129, are preferably both reflective (i.e., light colored) material 
and light scattering (i.e., having a scattering coefficient 
between 1 and 10). In an embodiment, the surfaces of the 
shells 302, 304 are highly reflective, i.e., more than 75% 
reflective. In an embodiment, the surfaces of the shells 302, 
304 are very highly reflective, i.e., more than about 90% 
reflective. In an embodiment, the surfaces of the shells 302, 
304 have low optical absorption, i.e., less than 25% absorp 
tive. In an embodiment, the surfaces of the shells 302, 304 
have very low optical absorption, i.e., less than about 10% 
absorptive. In addition, the material forming the shells 302, 
304 should be acoustically absorbent to absorb, rather than 
reflect or transmit acoustic energy. In an embodiment, white 
plastic shells 302,304 are used. 
0041. In an embodiment, flex circuit 312 comprises a plu 
rality of electrical traces (not shown) connecting cable con 
nectors 314 to an array of piezoelectric ultrasound transducer 
elements (not shown) forming ultrasound transducer 310. In 
an embodiment, flex circuit 312 is folded and wrapped around 
a backing 311, and may be secured thereto using a bonding 
agent such as silicon. In an embodiment, a block313 is affixed 
to the backing 311 opposite the array of piezoelectric ultra 
Sound transducer elements. In an embodiment, the ultrasound 
transducer 310 comprises at least 128 transducer elements, 
although it may be desirable to have a greater numbers of 
transducer elements, as additional elements may reduce dis 
tortion, and/or increase resolution, accuracy and/or depth of 
imaging of the device 100. The cable connectors 314 opera 
tively connect the electrical traces, and thus, the ultrasound 
transducer 310, to the electrical path 108. In an embodiment, 
the electrical path 108 includes a coaxial wire for each ultra 
Sound transducer element in the ultrasound transducer array 
31 O. 

0042. The ultrasound transducer 310 fits within housing 
316 so that the transducer elements are in close proximity to, 
or in contact with an acoustic lens 205. The acoustic lens 205 
may comprise a silicon rubber, Such as a room temperature 
Vulcanization (RTV) silicon rubber. In an embodiment, the 
housing 316 and the acoustic lens 205 are formed as a single 
unit, from the same RTV silicon rubber material. In an 
embodiment, the ultrasound transducer 310, portions of the 
flex circuit 312, backing 311 and block 313 are secured within 
the housing 316 including an acoustic lens 205 using a Suit 
able adhesive such as silicon to form a transducer assembly 
315. The block 313 can be used to affix or secure the trans 
ducer assembly 315 to other components. 
0043. To whiten, and reduce the optoacoustic effect of 
light generated by the light subsystem 129 on an RTV silicon 
rubber acoustic lens 205 and/or the transducer assembly 315, 
in an embodiment, the RTV silicon rubberforming the acous 
tic lens 205 and/or the transducer assembly 315 may be doped 
with TiO. In an embodiment, the RTV silicon rubber form 
ing the acoustic lens 205 and/or the transducer assembly 315 
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may be doped with approximately 4% TiO. In an embodi 
ment, the outer surface of the acoustic lens 205 and/or the 
outer surface of the transducer assembly 315 may addition 
ally be, or alternatively be, coated with a thin layer of metal 
Such as brass, aluminum, copper or gold. Gold, however, has 
been found to have a tendency to flake or crack off of RTV 
silicon rubber. It has been found that the RTV silicon may be 
first coated with perylene, then coated with nickel, then 
coated with gold, and finally, again, coated with perylene. The 
multiple layering provides a durable gold coating without any 
substantial adverse effect to the acoustic properties of the 
acoustic lens 205, and without any substantial adverse effect 
to the transducer assembly 315 to detect ultrasound. In prac 
tice, it has been found that the perylene coatings beneath the 
nickel and over the gold layers, may curl at the edges rather 
than adhering well to the metals or rubber upon which it is 
deposited. Thus, as discussed in more detail below, in an 
embodiment, the portions of the acoustic lens 203 and/or 
transducer assembly 315 having a perylene coating edge are 
adapted to be mechanically secured against other components 
to prevent curling or peeling. In an embodiment, Substantially 
the entire outer surface of the transducer assembly 315, 
including the acoustic lens 205, are coated with continuous 
layers of perylene, then nickel, then gold and then perylene 
aga1n. 

0044. In an embodiment, a reflective material surrounds 
the transducer assembly 315 from the rear edge of the housing 
316 to the end of the flex circuit 312 to reflect any light from 
the light path 132 that may be incident upon its surfaces. In an 
embodiment, an electromagnetic shield for RF energy Sur 
rounds the transducer assembly 315 from the rear edge of the 
housing 316 to the end of the flex circuit 312. In an embodi 
ment, the lights 130, 131, may draw Substantial energy (e.g., 
more than 1,000 volts for a few nanoseconds) creating sub 
stantial electromagnetic RF energy in the area of the probe 
102. In an embodiment, the transducer assembly 315 from the 
rear edge of the housing 316 to the end of the flex circuit 312 
is surrounded by a foil, which may act as a reflective material 
and an RF energy shield. In an embodiment, the foil is 
selected from the group: copper, gold, silver. In an embodi 
ment, the foil is tied into the device's 100 electrical ground. 
0045 Spacers 320 space and position the light bar guide 
322 with respect to the transducer assembly 315. Spacers are 
preferably made from materials that reduce its optoacoustic 
response to light generated by the light subsystem 129. In an 
embodiment, the spacers 320 are made from a material simi 
lar to the light contacting portions of the shells 302,304. In an 
embodiment, the light bar guide 322 encases optical fibers 
that are part of the light path 132. In an embodiment, the 
optical fibers making up the light path 132 may be randomly 
(or pseudo-randomly) distributed throughout the light bar 
guide 322, thus making specific locations on the light receiv 
ing end of the fiber optic bundle at least pseudo-random with 
respect to corresponding specific locations on the light emit 
ting end of the optical fibers retained by the light bar guide 
322. As used herein the term randomly (or pseudo-randomly) 
distributed optical fibers making up the light path 132 means 
that the mapping of fibers from the proximal end to the distal 
end is done such that a localized interference in the light path 
132 (e.g., burnout of a group of adjacent optical fibers) or a 
localized phenomenon (e.g., non-uniform light at the entry 
point to the optical path 132) will have an effect on the overall 
power transmitted, but will not have an operationally signifi 
cant effect on any specific part of the distal end of the light 
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path 132. Thus, two optical fibers adjacent at the proximal end 
are unlikely to be adjacent at the distal end of the optical path 
132. Where optical fiberbundles arefused at the proximal and 
distal ends, the randomization must be done before at least 
one end is fused. As used herein the term randomly (or 
pseudo-randomly) distributed optical fibers does not mean 
that two different optical paths 132 i.e., for different devices 
100 must differ from each other. In other words, a single 
"random' mapping may be reproduced in the light path of 
different devices 100 while still meeting the criteria of being 
a randomized. Because light generally behaves in a Gaussian 
manner, the entry point to the light path 132 is typically less 
than perfectly uniform. Randomization, as discussed above, 
may accommodate for the non-uniform entry of light into the 
light path 132. Randomization may also provide homogeni 
Zation of light fluence over area illuminated, as it may aid in 
more evenly distributing the light fluence. 
0046. In an embodiment, the optical fibers encased by a 
light bar guide 322 all end on Substantially the same geomet 
ric Surface, e.g., a curved or flat plane. In one embodiment, 
after the fibers have been attached to the light bar guide 322, 
the fiber ends may be lapped and polished to provide for a 
more uniform angle of light emission. In an embodiment, the 
light bar guide 322, as installed in the assembled probe 102, 
directs the light emitting there-from at an angle slightly less 
than normal to the distal face of the probe 102, and specifi 
cally, at Small angle inwards, towards the plane normal to and 
intersecting the center of the acoustic transducer array 310. In 
an embodiment, the distal end(s) of the optical path 132 
should match—or closely approximate the shape of the 
acoustic transducer array 132. 
0047. The term bar, as used in “light bar guide’ herein is 
not intended to import a specific shape. For example, the light 
bar guide 322 may guide the distal ends of optical fibers into 
Substantially any shape Such as, without limitation, a whole or 
part of a circle, oval, triangle, square, rectangle or any irregu 
lar shape. 
0048. In an embodiment, one or more light bar guides 322 
and optical windows 203 are external to the shells 302,304 
housing the acoustic transducer assembly 315, and are 
adapted to be attached to the outer sides of one or more of the 
shells 302,304. 
0049. In an embodiment, the angle of light emitting from 
the optical window 203 may be adjustable. In an embodiment, 
the light emitting from the optical window 203 may be adjust 
able across a range. At one end of the range, light may emit 
from the optical window 203 in a direction normal to the 
distal face of the probe 102, and at the other end of the range 
light may emit from the optical window 203 at an inward 
angle of up to 45 degrees or more towards the plane normal to 
and intersecting the center of the acoustic transducer array 
310. The range can be smaller or larger. 
0050. In an embodiment wherein a probe has two optical 
windows 203, the angle of light emitting from both optical 
windows 203 can be adjustable, individually, or together. 
Where adjusting the angle of light emitting from both optical 
windows 203 together, the light direction would, in each case 
increase or decrease the angle of inward projection, that is, 
projection towards the plane normal to and intersecting the 
center of the acoustic transducer array 310. In this manner, a 
larger light fluence can be directed deeper into the volume 
160 (by angling toward normal), or shallower (by angling 
more inwardly). 
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0051 Controlling the direction of the light angle can be 
done by moving the light guide 322, or it can be accomplished 
optically through the use of post-lightpath 132 optics. Optical 
Solutions may include the use of one or more lenses and/or 
prisms to re-direct the light that has been transmitted through 
the light path 132. Re-directed light can be directed to illu 
minate a desired area, Such as an area directly beneath the 
transducer elements 310. Controlling the direction of light 
transmitted by the probe 102 is useful to maintain safe and 
optimize the direction of the light with respect to the skin and 
the transducers. 

0052 Control line 109 may be used to send commands 
redirecting light and/or to report the actual direction of light at 
the time a light pulse is emitted from the light path 132. The 
angle of the light emitting from the optical window 203 may 
be important data to consider when interpreting acoustic 
information resulting from the light pulse. 
0053. In an embodiment, the device 100 can adjust the 
angle of incident laser light emitting from the probe 102. 
Adjustment of the angle of incident laser light emitting from 
the probe 102 may be carried out under the control of com 
mands which may be sent via control line 109, or may be 
manually carried out. In an embodiment, a standoff may be 
used, e.g., to help direct incident laser light to the desired 
depth, or closer to the surface than can be achieved without a 
standoff. In an embodiment, the standoff is relatively trans 
parent to both acoustic and light, and preferably to acoustics 
in the ultrasound range and light one or more of the wave 
lengths utilized by the light source 129. While the use of 
standoffs is known in ultrasound applications to aid in imag 
ing of objects close to the surface of the volume 160 because 
ultrasound resolution lacks the capability to detect objects at 
a nominal distance from its transducers, the use of a standoff 
in the present application is for a different purpose, namely, to 
allow the light sources to be aimed directly under the trans 
ducer elements 310. In an embodiment, the standoff is sepa 
rate from the probe 102, and placed between the volume 160, 
and the distal end of the probe 102 comprising the acoustic 
lens 205 and one or more optical windows 203. In an embodi 
ment, the standoff may be integral to the probe, and may be 
move into place and withdrawn as desired. 
0054 Optical windows 203 may also be part of the probe 
102 assembly. In an embodiment, the optical windows 203 is 
spaced from the end of the light bar guide 322, and thus, from 
the ends of the optical fibers making up the lightpath 132. The 
term optical window, as used here, is not limited to mechani 
cally or optically flat optical matter, nor Solely to transparent 
optical matter. Instead, the term is used to refer to an optical 
element that may or may not effect light passing there 
through, but will permit at least a substantial portion of the 
light incident on the side of the window proximal to the light 
path 132 to exit the probe assembly 102 in a manner that is 
dependent on the properties of the optical element. In an 
embodiment, the optical window 203 may be transparent, 
which permits transmission of light, and specifically light 
emitted from the end of the light path 132, to volume 160 
when the distal end of the probe 102 is in contact with or close 
proximity to that volume 160. In an embodiment, the optical 
window 203 may be translucent, permitting diffusion and 
transmission of light, and specifically light emitted from the 
end of the light path 132, to volume 160 when the distal end 
of the probe 102 is in contact with or close proximity to that 
volume 160. In an embodiment, the optical window 203 may 
be a lens, permitting the shaping and directing of light, and 
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specifically light emitted from the end of the lightpath 132, to 
volume 160 when the distal end of the probe 102 is in contact 
with or close proximity to that volume 160. 
0055. In the assembled probe 102, one edge of the optical 
window 203 is in close proximity to, or in contact with, the 
transducer assembly 315. The proximity of the optical win 
dow 203 to the transducer assembly 315 allows light emitted 
from the optical window 203 to be emitted from a location 
close to the acoustic lens 205, and thus close to the plane of 
the transducer array 310. 
0056. In use, a coupling agent (e.g., gel) may be used to 
improve the acoustic contact between the distal end of probe 
102 and the volume 160. If the coupling agent makes contact 
with the distal end of the optical fibers forming the light path 
132, extraneous acoustic signal may be generated in response 
to light transmission over the light path 132. In an embodi 
ment, the distal end of the probe 102, including optical win 
dow 203, mitigates the potential acoustic effect of a coupling 
agent in response to light emitting from the light path 132 by 
creating a gap between the coupling agent and the distal end 
of the optical fibers. 
0057 FIG. 4 shows a cutaway view taken along the cen 
terline of the wider face of one embodiment of an assembled 
probe 102 such as the probe shown in FIG. 2. Shells 302,304 
support optical windows 203 and transducer assembly 315 at 
the distal end of the probe 102. Spacers 320 supported by 
transducer assembly 315 and shells 302,304 aid in the posi 
tioning of optical widows 203 and light bar guides 322, and in 
maintaining gap 402 between light bar guides 322 and the 
optical windows 203. 
0058. The distal ends of the optical fibers making up the 
light path 132 may be positioned such that they do not create 
a physical sound conduction path to the volume 160 or to the 
acoustic transducers 310. In an embodiment, the gap 402 
serves the purpose of preventing high frequency sound con 
duction path between the distal ends of the optical fibers 
making up the light path 132 and the volume 160 or the 
acoustic transducers 310. Specially selected materials, as dis 
cussed below, can be used to ensure that the light bar guide 
322 reduces and/or minimizes the physical sound conduction 
path between the distal end of the light path 132 and the 
Volume 160 or the acoustic transducers 310. 

0059 Flex circuit 312, with piezoelectric transducer ele 
ments (not shown) thereon, wraps around backing 311, and 
electrically connects the piezoelectric transducer elements 
with the cable connectors 314 at each end of the flex circuit. 

0060 Opening 404 in the shells 302, 304 provides an 
opening for optical path 132 (FIG. 1), electrical path 108 
(FIG. 1) and optional power and control lines 109 (FIG. 1) to 
enter the inside of the probe 102. In an embodiment, a rubber 
grommet (not shown) may be used to provide stability and 
strain relief to the paths or lines passing into the probe 102 
through opening 404. 
0061 Turning to FIGS. 5a, a typical pattern of light strik 
ing a Surface in close proximity to the ends often optical 
fibers is shown. Today, typical, reasonably flexible optical 
fibers have a diameter in the range of about 50 to 200 microns. 
Light exiting an optical fiber tends to expand slowly, see, for 
example, an illustrative example of light expanding after leav 
ing the end of an optical fiber in FIG. 5b. The rate of expan 
sion of the light beam leaving an optical fiber is a function of 
the diameter of the optical fiber and the refraction index of the 
optical fiber material. When a group of optical fibers are 
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placed in close proximity to a surface to be illuminated, a light 
pattern like that seen in FIG. 5a results. 
0062. In an embodiment, optical fibers having smaller 
diameters are employed to broaden the illuminated area and 
minimize weight and flexibility of the light path 132. Light 
diverges as it exits a fiber optic, and its divergence as it exits 
is inversely related to the diameter of the fiber in other 
words, light diverges faster out of smaller diameter fiber 
optics. Thus, for example, optical fibers in the range of under 
50 microns, and potentially less than 30 microns may be 
desirable to broaden the illuminated area, thus reducing, or 
potentially eliminating the need for a beam expander. In an 
embodiment, the distal end of one or more groups of the 
optical fibers comprising the light path 132 may be fused to 
avoid the characteristic pattern of light shown in FIG.5a. 
0063. In an embodiment, an optoacoustic probe should 
produce a relatively uniform light distribution incident upon 
the surface of the illuminated volume. It may also be desirable 
for an optoacoustic probe to produce a relatively large area of 
light distribution. Providing a relatively large and uniform 
light distribution permits an optoacoustic probe to deliver a 
maximum amount of energy without exceeding a specific 
light fluence on any given area of the illuminated Surface, 
which can maximize patient safety and/or improve the signal 
to-noise ratio. For these reasons, it is not desirable to locate 
the optical fiber ends in too close proximity with the surface 
of the illuminated Volume, and thus, obtain a small or uneven 
light distribution such as the one seen in FIG.5a. 
0064. In an embodiment, the optical fibers may be moved 
away from the surface of a volume to be illuminated. Moving 
the end of the optical fibers away from the surface of the 
Volume to be illuminated will cause the beams emitted from 
each optical fiberto expand, and produce a more uniform area 
oflight distribution. One potential issue associated with mov 
ing the optical fibers away from the surface of the volume to 
be illuminated, is the optoacoustic effects caused by Stray 
portions of the expanding beam. Another potential issue is the 
effect of enlarging the distance (between the end of the optical 
fibers and the surface to be illuminated) on the shape or size 
of a probe. Further, increasing the number of optical fibers 
(and thus enlarging the area of the fiberbundle emitting light) 
will increase the cost, weight and flexibility of the optical path 
132 (FIG. 1), and may also affect the size of the probe. 
0065. Because the probe 102 is designed to be handheld, it 

is desirable to keep the probe head (the wider, distal portion of 
the probe 102) short so that the probe stem (the narrower, 
proximal portion of the probe 102) is relatively close to the 
surface of volume 160. Additionally, because the probe 102 is 
designed to be handheld, its total thickness is also a consid 
eration for comfort, convenience and operational effective 
ness. Accordingly, locating the distal ends of the fibers form 
ing light path 132 at a sufficient distance from the optical 
window 203 to permit expansion to fill the optical windows 
203 with uniform light fluence is not preferred. Similarly, 
using a very large number of fibers to enlarge the area of the 
fiberbundle held by the light bar guide 322 at the distal end of 
the light path 132 and thereby attempting to permit expansion 
to fill the optical windows 203 with uniform light fluence is 
also not preferred as it would, among other things cause 
undue weight, inflexibility, size and cost. Moreover, reducing 
the size of the optical window 203 would reduce the total 
potential safe energy output of the device, and thus, is not 
preferred. 
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0.066 Turning to FIGS. 6b and 6c, in an embodiment, a 
beam expander 601b, 601c may be used to expand the beam 
of light, causing it to become more uniform over a shorter 
distance. FIG. 6b shows the use of a ground or frosted glass 
beam expander 601b, while FIG. 6c shows the use of a lens 
beam expander 601c. In an embodiment, where the light bar 
guide 322 is generally rectangular, a lensbeam expander 601C 
may be a cylindrical convex lens or a cylindrical concave lens. 
In an embodiment, a convex lens (not shown) may be used as 
a beam expander. It will be apparent to one of skill in the art 
that other lenses, lens systems or other optical systems or 
combinations thereof, can be used to spread and more evenly 
distribute the light. 
0067 Referring back to FIG. 4, in an embodiment, the 
light bar guides 322 are angled inward toward the ultrasonic 
imaging plane on the end retaining the distal ends of the 
fibers. The inward angling of the distal end of the light bar 
guide 322 permits the light emitting there-from to better fill, 
and thus, evenly illuminate the optical window 203. Gap 402, 
which may include a beam expander, may provide space for 
the light transmitted across the light path 132 to expand to fill 
the optical window 203. The inward angling tends to cause 
the direction of the light incident on the surface of the volume 
160 to strike the Surface at an angle less than normal, and thus, 
potentially, to better propagate into the volume beneath the 
acoustic lens 205 covering the ultrasound transducers 310. 
0068 Turning back to FIG. 1, because the probe 102 is 
intended for handheld use, the weight and flexibility of the 
light path 132, the electrical path 108 and the optional power 
and control lines 109 is of consideration. In an embodiment, 
to make the light path 132 lighter and more flexible, the light 
path 132 is constructed from as few fibers as possible. A 
limiting factor to how few a number offibers that can be used, 
is the amount of light carried across the optical path 132. The 
transmission of too much light over a fiber will damage the 
fiber. The light path 132 must carry the total amount of light 
that will be fluent on the surface of the volume 160, plus any 
light lost (e.g., absorbed or scattered) between the light Source 
129 and the surface of the volume 160 illuminated. Since the 
maximum area of illumination is known not to exceed the size 
of the optical window 203, and because the area of illumina 
tion is Subject to fluence limits per unit area, a total light 
energy carried by the light path 132 can be approximated by 
multiplying the fluence limit by the size of the optical win 
dows 203. The FDA provides numbers for the human safe 
level of fluence. 

0069. The volume 160 illuminated generally has its own 
optoacoustic response, which is especially apparent where 
light fluence is greatest, namely, at the Surface of the Volume 
160. Increasing the area of illumination onto the surface of the 
volume 160 (e.g., by increasing the size of the optical window 
203 and beam) reduces the optoacoustic affect generated by 
the surface of the volume 160 itself, and thus may reduce the 
undesirable optoacoustic signal generated by the Surface of 
the volume 160 itself as compared to a desired signal repre 
senting the inhomogenities 161,162. 
0070. In addition to unwanted optoacoustic signal gener 
ated by the surface of the volume 160 itself, there may be 
other sources of unwanted optoacoustic signals that can be 
detected by the ultrasound transducer, such as the side walls 
surrounding the space between the optical windows 205 and 
the respective light bar guides 322, the acoustic lens 205 and 
portions of the transducer housing 316. The optical windows 
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203 and any optional beam expander 601b, 601c may also be 
Sources of unwanted optoacoustic signals that can be detected 
by the ultrasound transducer. 
0071. In an embodiment, the walls surrounding the space 
between the optical windows 205 and the respective light bar 
guides 322 may be made from a material that has high acous 
tic absorption properties and/or that is white and/or has high 
light scattering and/or reflecting properties. Using materials 
having these characteristics may reduce unwanted optoa 
coustic signals that can be detected by the ultrasound trans 
ducer. In an embodiment, the spacers 322 can be made from 
a resin material such as Micro-Mark CR-600, a two part high 
performance casting resin that dries to a white color. 
0072. In an embodiment, a layer (not shown) of material 
that has high acoustic absorption properties and/or that is 
white and/or has high light scattering properties is placed 
between the transducer assembly 315 and the light bar guides 
322 in the assembled probe 102. Alternatively, the layer may 
be applied directly to the transducer assembly 315 or the light 
bar guide 322 where the two parts contact in the assembled 
probe 102. This layer may reduce unwanted optoacoustic 
signals that can be detected by the ultrasound transducer. In 
an embodiment, the layer can be made from a resin material 
such as Micro-Mark CR-600, a two part high performance 
casting resin that dries to a white color. In an embodiment, the 
layer (not shown) may also comprise a reflective coating. In 
an embodiment a reflective coating of gold is applied to the 
layer to reflect light that might otherwise strike the layer. 
0073. In an embodiment, anti-reflective coatings may be 
used to reduce the optoacoustic signature of the optical win 
dow 203 and/or the beam expander 601b, 601c. In an embodi 
ment, magnesium fluoride may be used as an anti-reflective 
coating on the optical window 203 and/or the beam expander 
601b, 601c. Anti-reflective coatings may be used to reduce 
and/or minimize energy absorbed or reflected by the optical 
window 203. 
0074. In an embodiment, the optoacoustic signature of the 
transducer assembly 315 and/or acoustic lens 205 can be 
reduced by whitening. In an embodiment, an acoustic lens 
205 comprising RTV silicon rubber may be whitened and 
have its optoacoustic signature reduced by being doped with 
about 4% TiO. It is believed that the TiO doping increases 
the reflectivity of the acoustic lens and therefore the absorp 
tion, and also has a scattering effect that tends to diffuse the 
optoacoustic response of the RTV silicon rubber, bringing the 
response downto a lower frequency which can be more easily 
filtered. As discussed above, the outer surface of the trans 
ducer assembly 315 and/or acoustic lens 205 may be given a 
metal coating, Such as gold, copper, aluminum or brass. In an 
embodiment, the metal coating, and in particular, gold, 
reduces the optoacoustic signature of the transducer assembly 
315 and/or acoustic lens 205. It is believed that gold reduces 
the optoacoustic signature of the acoustic lens 205 because of 
its high reflectivity in the light spectrum. 
0075. As discussed above, the optical fibers at the end of 
the optical path 132 are retained by the light bar guide 322 
with all of the fiber ends retained by the light bar guide 322 
located on Substantially the same plane. In an embodiment, 
the fiber ends may be fixed in place using mechanical force, 
an adhesive, or a combination of mechanical force and an 
adhesive. The fibers may be glued near their distal end to keep 
them in the desired location and pattern, and/or to reduce 
output of mechanical energy due to laser firing. In an embodi 
ment, the spaces between optical fibers fixed within the light 
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bar guide 322 may be filled with a material having one or 
more of the following characteristics: Sound absorbing, light 
scattering, white and/or light reflecting. In an embodiment, 
the optical fibers, which may be encased by a light bar guide 
322 at the distal end of the light path 132 are fused. Fusing 
fibers at the distal end of the light path 132 may permit the 
light emitting from the light path to be more uniform. 
0076. In an embodiment, a reflective coating is placed on 
areas of the shells 302,304 where laser light emanating from 
the optical path 132 may strike it, including with the 
assembled probe, and in the areas designed to make skin 
contact, e.g., near the optical window 203 and other portions 
of the distal end of the probe 102. In an embodiment, the 
shells 302,304 are coated in gold where laser light emanating 
from the optical path 132 may, or is likely to strike it. In an 
embodiment, portions of the shell 302,304 may be made from 
gold, although at present this may be cost prohibitive. 
0077. In an embodiment, a proximity detector system (not 
shown) is used to determine that the distal end of the probe 
102 is on or very near the surface of a volume. Among the 
reasons such a proximity detector system is desirable is that it 
can be used to prevent pulsing of the light source 129 when 
the probe 102 is not in close proximity to a volume 160 under 
inspection, or to be inspected. This may be a safety issue as 
the light source 129 may produce light at levels that can be 
harmful, e.g., to the eyes. The proximity detector System may 
be implemented in the form of a mechanical contact Switchat 
the distal end of the probe; an optical switch looking at reflec 
tions of a non-harmful beam from the Surface of the Volume 
160; a conductive switch that is closed by contact with the 
volume 160 and/or any acoustic gel or other materials 
between the volume 160 and the distal end of the probe; a 
conductive Switch and a standoff comprising a conductive 
surface for contact with the distal end of the probe 102; a 
conductive Switch and a thin, optically and acoustically trans 
parent, conductive Surface applied to the Surface of the Vol 
ume 160 of interest; an acoustic transducer Switch that can 
detect close proximity of the volume 160 by transmitting and 
looking for the reflection of a Sound within a specific time; an 
acoustic transducer Switch that can detect close proximity of 
the volume 160 by using a narrow shape sound transmitter 
and receiver and using the reflection to detect proximity; 
using one or more of the transducers in the transducer array as 
a proximity detector by looking for a signal return; or by 
operating the device 100 in an ultrasound mode and looking 
for an ultrasound image. 
0078. In an embodiment, an optical detector (not shown) 
may be located in the probe 102 to take a measurement from 
which output energy can be estimated or deduced. In an 
embodiment, the optical detector will measure reflected 
energy Such as energy reflected by the beam expander or 
optical window. In an embodiment, the optical detector will 
measure scattered energy Such as energy scattered by the 
materials surrounding the gap 402. The measurement of the 
optical detector can be transmitted to the system chassis 101 
via control signal line 109, where it can be analyzed to deduce 
or estimate the light output of the probe 102. In an embodi 
ment, control functionality in the system chassis 101 can 
control or regulate the light output of the light system 129, and 
thus the light output of the probe 102 based on a measurement 
made by the optical detector. In an embodiment, control func 
tionality in the system chassis 101 can control or regulate the 
gain in the transducer receivers to compensate for variation of 
the light output of the probe 102 based on a measurement 
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made by the optical detector. In an embodiment, the comput 
ing Subsystem 128 can trigger differing activity from light 
system 129 over control signal line 106 based on a measure 
ment made by the optical detector. In an embodiment, a 
measurement made by the optical detector can be used to 
control for variations in the electrical system or the power to 
the device 101. Similarly, in an embodiment, a measurement 
made by the optical detector can be used to control for varia 
tions in the optical path 132 or other optical elements of the 
device 100. In an embodiment, the optical detector can be 
used to cause the fluence of light output by the probe 102 to 
remain close to, but below, safe limits by accommodating for 
variations in electrical or optical characteristics that might 
otherwise cause the fluence of light output by the probe 102 to 
exceed or fall far below the safe limit. 
007.9 The present system and methods are described 
above with reference to block diagrams and operational illus 
trations of methods and devices comprising an optoacoustic 
probe. It is understood that each block of the block diagrams 
or operational illustrations, and combinations of blocks in the 
block diagrams or operational illustrations, may be imple 
mented by means of analog or digital hardware and computer 
program instructions. These computer program instructions 
may be provided to a processor of a general purpose com 
puter, special purpose computer, ASIC, or other program 
mable data processing apparatus, such that the instructions, 
which execute via the processor of the computer or other 
programmable data processing apparatus, implements the 
functions/acts specified in the block diagrams or operational 
block or blocks. In some alternate implementations, the func 
tions/acts noted in the blocks may occur out of the order noted 
in the operational illustrations. For example, two blocks 
shown in Succession may in fact be executed Substantially 
concurrently or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the 
reverse order, depending upon the functionality/acts 
involved. 
0080 While the invention has been particularly shown and 
described with reference to a preferred embodiment thereof, 
it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various 
changes in form and details may be made therein without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A handheld optoacoustic probe having a distal end, the 

probe comprising: 
a plurality of optical fibers comprising a first light path, the 

plurality of optical fibers having a first end formed into at 
least one fiber bundle providing an input, and having a 
second end formed into first and second groups of opti 
cal fiber, each of the first and second groups of optical 
fiber consisting of approximately the same number of 
optical fibers; 

first and second light bar guides associated with the first 
and second groups of optical fiber, respectively, each of 
the first and second light bar guides retaining a distal end 
of the respective group of optical fibers on the same 
plane; 

a first and second optical window associated with, and 
spaced from, each of the first and second light bar 
guides, respectively; 

an RTV silicon rubber acoustic lens having an inner surface 
and an outer Surface, the acoustic lens being doped with 
TiO: 

an ultrasound transducer array having an active end, the 
array comprising a plurality of ultrasound transducer 
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elements, the ultrasound transducer array having the 
inner Surface of the acoustic lens at its active end; 

a reflective metal Surrounding the outer Surface of acoustic 
lens; and 

a handheld probe shell, the shell housing the first and 
second light bar guides and the ultrasound transducer 
array, and housing the acoustic lens between the first and 
second optical windows at the distal end of the probe. 

2. The handheld optoacoustic probe of claim 1, wherein the 
plurality of optical fibers comprising at least one of the at least 
one fiber bundles are fused. 

3. The handheld optoacoustic probe of claim 1, wherein the 
reflective metal is selected from the group of aluminum, 
copper, gold, silver, brass or noble metal. 

4. The handheld optoacoustic probe of claim 1, wherein the 
reflective metal is gold. 

5. The handheld optoacoustic probe of claim 4, wherein the 
gold reflective metal surrounding the outer surface of the 
acoustic lens is overlaid with a protective layer to avoid flak 
ing or cracking of the reflective metal. 

6. The handheld optoacoustic probe of claim 5, wherein the 
protective layer is transparent and has a low acoustic absorp 
tion. 

7. The handheld optoacoustic probe of claim 4, wherein the 
gold reflective metal surrounding the outer surface of the 
acoustic lens is enveloped in a protective layer to avoid flak 
ing or cracking. 

8. The handheld optoacoustic probe of claim 4, further 
comprising: 

an edge protector to protect at least one edge of the gold 
metal Surrounding the outer Surface of the acoustic lens 
to reduce flaking or cracking of the reflective metal at the 
at least one edge. 

9. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 1, 
further comprising: 

a first beam expander located between the distal end of the 
first group of optical fibers and the first optical window. 

10. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 9. 
wherein the first beam expander expands light beams emitted 
by the first group of optical fibers to fill the first optical 
window. 

11. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 10, 
wherein the space between the first optical window and the 
first light bar guide is defined on its sides by walls, and 
wherein the walls are made from a material that has high 
acoustic absorption. 

12. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 10, 
wherein the space between the first optical window and the 
first light bar guide is defined on its sides by walls, and 
wherein the walls are made from a material that has a high 
light scattering property. 

13. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 12, 
wherein the walls are made from a white or light colored 
material. 

14. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 12, 
wherein the walls are made from a material having low optical 
absorption and high optical reflection. 

15. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 9. 
further comprising: 

a second beam expander located between the distal end of 
the second group of optical fibers and the second optical 
window. 
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16. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 1, 
wherein the distal end of the first and second groups of fiber 
are fused. 

17. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 1, 
wherein the transducer array is formed on a flex circuit, and a 
plurality of traces connect the transducer array to cable con 
nectors, the optoacoustic probe further comprising an opti 
cally reflective and RF shielding material surrounding at least 
a substantial portion of the flex circuit and the cable connec 
tOrS. 

18. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 17 
wherein the optically reflective material is copper, and the 
copper is tied to an electrical ground. 

19. A handheld optoacoustic probehaving a distal end, the 
probe comprising: 

a plurality of optical fibers comprising a first light path, the 
plurality of optical fibers having a first end formed into at 
least one fiber bundle providing an input, and having a 
second end formed from the distal end of at least some of 
the plurality of optical fibers: 

a light bar guide retaining the distal end of the at least some 
of the plurality of optical fibers on the same plane; 

an optical window associated with, and spaced from the 
light bar guide; 

a silicon rubber acoustic lens having an inner Surface and 
an outer Surface, the acoustic lens being doped with 
TiO: 

an ultrasound transducer array having an active end, the 
array comprising a plurality of ultrasound transducer 
elements, the ultrasound transducer array having the 
inner Surface of the acoustic lens at its active end; 

a reflective metal Surrounding the outer Surface of acoustic 
lens; and 

a handheld probe shell, the shell housing the light bar guide 
and the ultrasound transducer array, and housing the 
acoustic lens adjacent to the optical window at the distal 
end of the probe. 

20. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 19 
wherein the transducer array is formed on a flex circuit, and a 
plurality of traces connect the transducer array to cable con 
nectors, the optoacoustic probe further comprising copper 
foil surrounding at least a substantial portion of the flex circuit 
and the cable connectors. 

21. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 20, 
further comprising a beam expander located between the 
distal end of the at least some of the plurality of optical fibers 
and the optical window. 

22. The optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 21, where the 
beam expander comprises a ground glass element. 

23. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 21, 
where the beam expander comprises at least one optical lens. 

24. The handheld optoacoustic probe of claim 19, wherein 
the silicon rubber acoustic lens comprises a room temperature 
Vulcanization silicon rubber acoustic lens. 

25. A handheld optoacoustic probehaving a distal end, the 
probe comprising: 

a plurality of optical fibers comprising a first light path, the 
plurality of optical fibers having a first end formed into a 
fiberbundle providing an input, and having a second end 
formed from the distal end of at least some of the plu 
rality of optical fibers; 

a light bar guide retaining the distal end of the at least some 
of the plurality of optical fibers on the same plane, the 
distal end of the at least some of the plurality of optical 
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fibers being lapped and polished to provide for a more 
uniform angle of light emission; 

a silicon rubber acoustic lens having an inner Surface and 
an outer surface, the silicon rubber being whitened by 
doping: 

an ultrasound transducer array having an active end, the 
array comprising a plurality of ultrasound transducer 
elements, the ultrasound transducer array having the 
inner Surface of the acoustic lens at its active end; 

a reflective metal Surrounding the outer Surface of acoustic 
lens; and 

a handheld probe shell, the shell housing the light bar guide 
and the ultrasound transducer array, and housing the 
acoustic lens at the distal end of the probe. 

26. A handheld optoacoustic probehaving a distal end, the 
probe comprising: 

a plurality of optical fibers comprising a first light path, the 
plurality of optical fibers having a first end formed into at 
least one fiber bundle providing an input, and having a 
second end formed from the distal end of at least some of 
the plurality of optical fibers: 

a light bar guide retaining the distal end of the at least some 
of the plurality of optical fibers on the same plane; 

an optical window having an inner side and an outer side, 
where light emitted from the distal ends of the at least 
some of the plurality of optical fibers fills the outer side 
of the optical window with substantially uniform flu 
ence, 

an ultrasound transducer array having an active end, the 
array comprising a plurality of ultrasound transducer 
elements; 

a handheld probe shell, the shell housing the light bar guide 
and the ultrasound transducer array, and housing optical 
window and the active end of the ultrasound transducer 
array near the distal end of the probe, where the optical 
window is housed in a manner that prevents contact 
between a coupling agent and the distal ends of the at 
least Some of the plurality of optical fibers, thus mitigat 
ing a potential acoustic effect of the coupling agent in 
response to light emitting from the at least some of the 
plurality of optical fibers. 

27. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 26, 
further comprising: 

a beam expander located between the distal ends of the at 
least some of the plurality of optical fibers and the opti 
cal window. 

28. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 26, 
further comprising: 

a gap between the distal ends of the at least some of the 
plurality of optical fibers and the optical window. 

29. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 26, 
where the optical window acts as a beam expander to further 
distribute light emitted from the distal ends of the at least 
some of the plurality of optical fibers across the outer surface 
of the optical window with substantially uniform fluence. 

30. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 26, 
wherein the silicon rubber acoustic lens comprises a room 
temperature-Vulcanization silicon rubber acoustic lens. 

31. A handheld optoacoustic probehaving a distal end, the 
probe comprising: 

a single optical fiber comprising a first light path, the single 
optical fiber having a first end providing an input, and a 
second end providing an output at the distal end of the 
fiber; 
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a retainer for retaining the distal end of the single optical 
fiber on a plane, the distal end of the optical fiber being 
lapped and polished to provide for a more uniform angle 
of light emission; 

a silicon rubber acoustic lens having an inner Surface and 
an outer surface, the silicon rubber being whitened by 
doping: 

an ultrasound transducer array having an active end, the 
array comprising a plurality of ultrasound transducer 
elements, the ultrasound transducer array having the 
inner Surface of the acoustic lens at its active end; 

a reflective metal Surrounding the outer Surface of acoustic 
lens; and 

a handheld probe shell, the shell housing the retainer and 
the ultrasound transducer array, and housing the acous 
tic lens at the distal end of the probe. 

32. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 31, 
wherein the single optical fiber is 1000-1500 microns in 
diameter. 

33. The handheld optoacoustic probe claimed in claim 31, 
wherein the single optical fiber is smaller than 1000 microns 
in diameter. 
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34. A handheld optoacoustic probehaving a distal end, the 
probe comprising: 

a plurality of optical fibers comprising a light path, 
the plurality of optical fibers having a first end formed into 

a first fiber bundle providing an input, the first fiber 
bundle providing a fixed position for each of the fibers 
therein with respect to the other fibers therein; 

the plurality of optical fibers also having a second end 
formed from the distal end of at least some of the plu 
rality of optical fibers, the second end formed into a 
second fiberbundle and providing an output, the second 
fiber bundle providing a fixed position for each of the 
fibers therein with respect to the other fibers therein; 

the position of a fiber in the first fiber bundle being ran 
domly related to the position of the same fiber in the 
second end; 

an ultrasound transducer array having an active end, the 
array comprising a plurality of ultrasound transducer 
elements; and, 

a handheld probe shell, the shell housing the second end of 
at least some of the plurality of optical fibers and the 
ultrasound transducer array. 
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